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Honorary Degrees
Five honorary degrees will be
awarded to men who have distinguished themselves in the fields
of Journalism. Education. Military and Textile Research. See
story on page 4.

Exam Schedule
Associate Editor John Norton
examines the increasing complications of the final exam schedules.
See story on page 2.
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ASK SEA TO STEP OUT

Black Students Oppose White Tutoring
By MARCO CHEN
Charles A. Williams, president of the Student League for
Black Identity, asked the Students for Educational Aid to
discontinue tutoring black
children in surrounding communities, at the SEA meeting
Tuesday night.
Williams' comments came
during a discussion on the
topic "How to Instill Black
Pride, Individual Pride, Selfidentity, Ambition and Hope
in Tutored Children."

White students working in local black communities, as shown above, has been
opposed by Clemson's Student League for Black Identity. SLBI plans a black tutorial program to replace Students for Educational Aid.

Others taking part in the
discussion were K.D. Birtman
and G.W. Mull of the sociology
department, and William F.
Steirer, assistant professor of
History.

The Students for Educational Aid were faced with the q uestion of existence when Williams
said, "We (SLBI) feel that the
SEA's tutorial action is doing
more harm than good."
He said that whites tutoring
black children does nothing
for black identity and pride
while merely teaching mechanics like grammar and
arithmetic.
"Blacks would like to see the
program stopped," he said,
"because what SEA is really
doing is to grow these black
children up to be white."

Algernon S. Sullivan medals
for generous and outstanding
service to Clemson.
Non-student recipient of the
Sullivan award was Miss
Inez Watson of Columbia,
Clerk of the S.C. House of
Representatives.
Miss Watson was cited for
her "personal interest in Clemson University" and for her
"guidance in legislative matters which has contributed

greatly to the successful
growth of the institution."
Accompanied by Gov.
Robert E. McNair, Miss Watson received the Sullivan medallion and certificate during
noontime ceremonies at the
Clemson House.
President Robert C. Edwards presented the award
and spoke of Miss Watson's
service to others during al-

Foster To Head Senate
By MICHAEL SMITH
Features Editor
Jim Foster, a rising senior,
was elected to serve as president of the Student Senate for

Marathon
By WSBF
Nets $500
By MARTHA SEAY
Staff Writer
WSBF, the student radio station, and the Clemson chapter
of the Jaycee-ettes collected approximately five hundred dollars to send retarded children
to Camp Hope this summer.
The collected amount will be
enough to send five children
to the camp.
The WSBFMarathonbegan
April 4 at 7 p.m. and lasted
until April 6 at 7. During this
time WSBF announcers Mel
Browne and Rick F arris lived
in a Volkswagen bus. The
students broadcast in fourhour shifts.
Most of the money was collected from the bus which was
loaned to the students by
Frank Myers Volkswagen of
Anderson. The Jaycee-ettes
had originally set a goal of
fifteen hundred dollars but
were unable to receive this
amount
Most of the support came
from the student dormitories;
however, one anonymous
Clemson lady did contribute
fifty dollars.
Little money was collected
Friday night, but Saturday
morning some students from
the University of South Carolina initiated the collection of
most of the money. The students called the radio station
and challenged anyone in the
dorms to meet their five dollar
pledge.
Cheree Gillespie, better
known as the Wicked Witch of
the West, collected a hundred
dollars for the drive. Browne
stated, "Wicked Witch is weird,
but, nevertheless, an angel."
Some contributions came
from the Study Hall. One customer contributed a gold
watch which he said was over
a hundred and fifty years old.
Six Daniel High School students collected thirty dollars
on the quadrangle Saturday
afternoon.

next year. The vote was taken
by the 1969-70 Senate at their
first regular meeting.
Foster is a member of Alpha Gamma, and has been a
senator for the last two years.
He is an industrial management major from Greenville.
Michael Smith, a rising senior majoring in English and
French, was elected secretary.
Smith is Features Editor of
the Tiger, a past senator and
a member of the Speakers'
Bureau.
Donna Lisenby was elected
clerk of the Senate. She is an
English major from Tucker,
Ga. Guy Sanders, a rising
senior from Bamberg, was
elected chaplain. He is a civil
engineering major.
Senior Senator Andy Cochet
presented a bill to abolish hall
representation by senators.
The bill which set up the representation was passed by
last year's Senate and written
by Danny Hunt.
The Senate also amended
a Women Students' Association bill which called for longer times to use pay and extention phones. The Senate
abolished all time limits for
pay phones and imposed a
twenty-minute limit for the extention phones.

In other business, the Senate
acted on appointments made
by President of the Student
Body Danny Hunt.
Skip Ur was approved as
Attorney General, Rowena
Sobcyzk as Secretary of the
Treasury, Terry Clyne as
Secretary for the Department
of Services, and Mark Goldman as Secretary of the Department of Community Services.
Ted Godfrey was approved
as Chairman of the Department of Academic Affairs, Sam
Bass as News Secretary and
Mike Dunlap as Chairman of
the Elections Board.
Beverly Jackson was approved as a member of the
Court of Lesser Appeals, and
John Trayham was named
Head Ratmaster.
The appointments of Robert
Whitney, Dennis Bolt and Dick
Harpootiian to the Speakers'
Bureau were tabled. Bill Webster was approved as a member of the Food Service Committee.
The Senate elected Jerry Bodie, Mary Lou Hockenberry
and George Pappas to the
Food Service Committee also.

most 40 years in the House
of Representatives.
She began her state government career in 1928 as secretary to the House Clerk. She
later served as General Desk
Clerk, Assistant Clerk, and became Acting Clerk for two
years in 1942.
Miss Watson was appointed
Clerk in November, 1951, and
was elected Clerk in January,
1952, without opposition. She
became the first woman Clerk
in South Carolina's history
and has been serving continuously ever since.
One of Miss Watson's jobs
is the editing and distributing
of the S.C. Legislative Manual
each year.
The Trustees Medal, given
annually to the best speaker
in the student body, went to
David A. Tucker, a sophomore textile major from
Abbeville.
Shirley Ann Couch, a senior
arts and science major from
Williamston, won two of the
university's highest awards
for academic achievement: the
American Association of University Women award for the
coed graduating with the highest cumulative grade-point ratio, and the Phi Eta Sigma
award for the senior with the
highest scholastic average.

Zeta award (College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences); Gary Franceschi of
Vineland, N.J., the National
American Institute of Architect School Medal award
(School of Architecture); Shirley A. Couch of Williamston,
the Sigma Tau Epsilon senior
award (College of ,Arts and
Sciences).

Edwin F. Herrington III, a
chemical engineering major
from Waynesboro, Ga., was
recipient of the Phi Kappa Phi
award for the junior earning
the highest scholastic average.

Augustus G. Shanklin
awards for high scholastic rating and outstanding qualities
of character and leadership
among senior cadets of the
ROTC programs went to
Army Cadet Major Charles
A. Newton of Deltona, Fla.,
and Air Force Cadet Lt Col.
Alan R. Franklin of Anderson.

Others receiving academic
awards were: Richard G. Dobbins of Townville, the Alpha

Gerard Sammon, above, has filed suit against Myrtle Beach
and South Carolina in a fight against vagrancy laws. Sammons was arrested at Myrtle Beach for vagrancy during
Spring vacation.

"I think there is nothing
whites could do to solve the
problem other than financially and politically," Williams
added.
Joseph Grant, new president
of SLBI, said of SEA, "You
are trying to create a utopia,
an unreal world. I think that
you have to teach them that he
is black and that you are
white."

Finally, Grant said that
black people dislike white people coming from the castle "to
teach." If some of the children
want to be tutored, he said, "it
is because they have been
brain-washed and are being
indoctrinated by their parents
to accept the white mentality."
SEA decided to discuss the
problem of their existence at
next week's meeting. According to Charles Williams, a
tutorial program lead by
black students has been proposed already and will start
next semester.

Also, Stewart L.'Baylor of
Liberty, the Williston Wightman Klugh award, (School
of Education); Charles D.
Cooper of Winter Park, Fla.,
the Samuel B. Earle award
(College of Engineering); and
Terry K. Anderson of Edwardsville, 111., the School of
Industrial Management and
Textile Science faculty award.
The Major Rudolf Anderson, Jr., trophy, considered
the top Air Force ROTC
award, went to Cadet Major
Keith R Parris of Spartanburg. The award is made annually to the aerospace studies cadet who distinguishes
himself through performance
and dedication of the precepts
of the Clemson Air Force
ROTC cadet wing.
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Construction Continues;
Dorms To Be Renovated
By GERALD GARRETT
Ass't News Editor
The complete renovation of
five dormitories — Norris,
Bowen, Donaldson,, Wannamaker, and Bradley—is scheduled to be completed by August 1, at an estimated cost of
$1.25 million, according to
Ralph Collins, head of the
Physical Plant.
The plans call for new furniture, carpeting, paint, and air
conditioning for the 332
rooms in these dormitories.
In addition, the air conditioning of the A and F sections of Johnstone Hall will
also be completed by August,
with the remainder of Johnstone to be air conditioned in
gradual steps through August
1971.
In other construction projects on campus, D.W. Daniel
Hall, a combination of classrooms and faculty meeting
rooms for the College of Arts
and Sciences, and the Rhodes
Graduate Research Center,
which will be a part of the
College of Engineering, are
scheduled to be completed by
the end of this year.
A contract was given March
5 to Clemson Salvage Company which called for the razing

of the old studenthealth center,
the company was given 90
days to complete the job.
The space left vacant by this
project will be reserved for future academic buildings. In
the meantime, it will be used
as parking space for faculty
and staff members.
Some of the work on utilities has already begun in the
plan to renovate the old
library. When the renovation
is completed, the building will
be used to accomodate the top
administrative officials of the
university.
Five new dorms are scheduled for completion by 1976.
The work on one, the third
high rise, which will be located near Lever Hall, is scheduled to begin within six weeks.
This high rise, which will
be identical to Manning and
Lever Halls, is to be ready
for occupancy in August,
1970, at an estimated cost of
$2 million.
In addition, three new 17story dorms, each housing
540 students, are tentatively
scheduled for completion as
follows: the first in 1972, the
second in 1974 and the third
in 1976.

At present.plans for the new
athletic dorms are not set, except for the location near Sirrine Hall and dorms 9
through 13. A contract for the
design has been given to architects Freeman, Wells and Major of Greenville.
The Physical Plant is in the
process of complely relighting the campus. During the
course of the project, the plant
will add from 12 to 15 new
walk lights and increase the
lighting capacity of existing
ones. Twenty-eight large street
lights have already been
added.

Poor Food
The Food Service Committee met Tuesday night to discuss a variety of student complaints, including the quality
of the service and alleged mistreatment of several dining
hall employees.
Willard Potts, manager of
the ARA-Slater food services,
told the meeting that there had
been some trouble with late
food shipments in recent
weeks, thus resulting in a reduced quality of the service.

CITES MISTREATMENT DURING ARREST

Sammon Opposes Vagrancy Laws
By SANDY HOGUE
News Editor

Sammon Files Suit

while, because blacks are split
in their wants," said steirer.

At this point, Charles Williams argued that black men
do know what they want.
"They know, but they differ

Watson, Carlton, Edgin Given
Algernon S. Sullivan Award
More than 1,000 Clemson
students were recognized for
scholastic excellence and service during Honors and
Awards
Day ceremonies
Wednesday.
Recipients of university nonacademic awards included
Becky S. Carlton, a senior
science major from Mullins,
and Gordon R. Edgin, a senior economics major from Acton, Mass., who were awarded

in their methods of obtaining
what they want. Affected by
the white-society brainwashing, some black people are
afraid of disengaging themselves from the whites," he
said.
"White people," Mull said,
"don't give any meaningful
answer to the question; they
don't give the face in the mirror, "the face of equality that
black people ask for."
"Black pride and identity
are essential objectives of the
black community in this country, but I don't think that they
will come only after a good

A law suit against the state
of South Carolina and the city
of Myrtle Beach has been filed
by Gerard Paul Sammon, a
sophomore architecture major
from Columbia.
A three-judge federal court
will convene to declare on
Sammon's challenge of the
vagrancy laws of the state and
Myrtle Beach on grounds of
unconstitutionality.
According to Sammon, he
was in Myrtle Beach on March
20 of this year during the
spring break. He had hitch >
hiked from Columbia that day
and planned to hitch a ride
back to Columbia that night
Sammon was walking north
on U.S. 17 at 9:15p.m.,looking for the Meyer Bab a Center
when he was arrested and
showed identification to an officer who stopped him.
After another officer had
asked him how much money
he had, Sammon was taken to
the station where he was
charged with vagrancy.

Sammon said no mention of
bond was made when they interrogated him, but "everything happened so unexpectedly that I didn't think to say
anything."
The police kept Sammon
overnight, and at 10 a.m. an
officer asked him if he would
like to make a phone call.
However, he was not let out to
make 'the call.
Instead, at 2 p.m. he was
taken and put in line with some
other prisoners who were waiting to face the judge, according to Sammon.
When Sammon came before
the judge, he was informed
that the charge against him
was vagrancy. "It was the
first I had heard the charge
definitely stated," Sammon
said.
Sammon informed the judge
he was a Clemson student and
was told if he could prove it,
it " would put a different light
on the case."
Sammon said he was al-

lowed to call home to have his
family verify the fact that he
was still in Clemson. However, after the desk sergeant
had talked to the only one
home, Sammon's 13-year-old
sister, Sammon was returned
to his cell.
After he had been in two
hours, he "became impatient
and began banging on the
door, screaming for a lawyer."
After much delay, he was
finally allowed to call a lawyer, said Sammon.
He called a local attorney
at random and stated his case.
Sammon said the lawyer told
him thechargeswere"absurd"
and he "was probably arrested because of long hair."
The lawyer added that Sammon ought to "get an out-ofcounty lawyer" and sue the
city.
After bus fare from his parents had arrived, Sammon
was to be released. He said
the officer threatened him with
reform school if he ever came
back to Myrtle Beach.

When Sammon informed the
officer he was too old for reform school, he was "threatened with the penitentiary and
chain gang." Sammon said
that the officer added that he
was "criminal and vagrant."
"I told him Iwasn'tvagrant,
but that I was a student. He
became angry and decided to
lock me up again on the same
vagrancy charge," added
Sammon.
When Sammon showed the
officer the money order proving he was not vagrant, the
officer grabbed him and partially tore the order.
Sammon was then locked
up in a security cell and was
not released until 7 p.m. the
next evening on $100 bond.
Sammon said he was not
sure what the charge was then
but added it may have been
disrespect for an officer.
The Myrtle Beach ordinance
defines as a vagrant, "Any
person wandering from place
to place without any known

residence or residing in any
city without visible means of
support"
Another one of its definitions of a vagrant is "suspicious persons going about the
country swapping and bartering horses without producing
a certificate of good character
signed by a magistrate."
The state statute describes a
vagrant as: "a person who
leads an idle and disorderly
life," or a "person who knowingly harbors horse thieves
and felons, and those who are
known to be of that character
and description."
Another definition under the
state statutes are those "presenting publicly for gain or
reward, without being fully
licensed, any play, comedy,
tragedy, interlude, farce, or
other entertainment of the
stage or a part to it."
Sammon maintains there is
a need for drastic change in
both the state and the city of
Myrtle Beach vagrancy laws.
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Opinions expressed on the editorial page
are those of the individual writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
DENNIS BOLT, Editor-in-Chief
JOHN NORTON, Associate Editor

DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Associate Editor

RANDAL ASHLEY, Executive News Editor
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Black Pride?
Last Monday night leaders of the
Student League for Black Identity
asked white members of Students
for Educational Aid to stop teaching in black communities.
It is true that white middle class
tutors cannot teach black pride and
black identity. They have never
been black and cannot teach what
it means to be black. The only action left to the white liberal is to
not interfere with the formation of
this black identity. SBLI feels that
SEA interferes.
We cannot agree. SEA members
cannot teach black pride, but they
can teach human dignity. They can
teach black children that not every
white man thinks him inferior.
These children need to know that
there are whites like this. Certainly, they meet enough bigots in Pickens County to know this is not a
"utopia, an unreal world" where
blacks and whites are treated
equally.
SEA can teach grammar and
arithmetic. These things need to
be learned by blacks as well as
whites, especially in the South.

Exam Schedules- A Prophecy
By JOHN NORTON
Associate Editor

It wasn't so long ago, was it,
when the exam schedule was
printed in the registration
booklet and took up a space
about 3"x8". But now, my
friends, Clemson has come of
age — the mega versity is at
hand, and you can add two
or three more cliches of your
very own. The exam schedule
now covers two sides of an
average sheet of typing paper.

And one can no longer be
assured that because the
schedule says your mwf
class will have its exam at
1 p.m., April 28, that this will
indeed occur. One must first
check the exceptions listed under 10 TThS, 12 MWF, and
8TThS to make sure his section isn't listed there. And who
can remember his section
number?
At Clemson's present rate
of growth, it won't be long
before even more qualifica-

tions are required in order to
prevent some poor RPA major from having his "Advanced Table Tennis Tactics"
final conflict with his final in
"Intermediate Interior AquaSanitation Practices."
EXAMINATION SCHEDULE: 1975. Students are
urged to read the following
schedule with the greatest of
care in order to insure they
will be present when their examinations are held.
8-11 a.m., Tuesday, May

This is a necessary step in the development of black pride. Without
education, even with a sense of
black identity, the children will become the black equivalent of white
trash. This amounts to a half-step
where giant steps are needed. A
well conducted program can instill
a desire to learn, an awareness of
the need for education.
We certainly agree that black tutors would be better for the children. Educational needs and development of black pride could develop simultaneously. But don't
destroy a program that is accomplishing one of the goals.
Black students have a plan to establish a tutorial program. Once
this program is begun it should be
substituted for white tutors in all
areas where it is possible. There
are hundreds of white kids in the
area who need the same help that
SEA can provide.
We would recommend that SLBI
and SEA work together in their
programs and complement, not
fight, each other in working to solve
the problems of racial equality and
adequate education.

OPEN COLUMN

ROTC Option Damned
(Editor's note: Mr. Richard
Wooten is a frequent contributor to the letters column of
The Tiger. Because of its
length, his letter is printed in
the form of an open column
this week. Readers may be
assured that he is a real, unsolicited author expressing his
genuine views.)

I read in the Anderson Independent recently that Americans have outgrown the Bible
and have also outgrown the
Constitution. The Independent
also stated that if the previous
statement is true, then "they
bom will fall" and with it
comes the fall of our great
nation!
I had friends who were killBy RICHARD E. WOOTEN ed in Vietnam while fighting
Class of'71
Communism. What makes me
Congratulations, Board of sick is the fact that we will go
Trustees, you have taken a to Southeast Asia to fight
major stride in destroying a Communism, but while we are
fine ROTC program, and you fighting in Asia, our politihave allowed the Communist cians leave our home doors
movement to advance deeper wide open to the advancement
into our society.
of Communism.
As I walked past Tillman
I would be willing to wager
Hall the other day, I noticed that three-fourths of the 800
that Mr. T.G. Clemson's head students who signed the petiwas bowed as though he was tion against ROTC have no
very sad. Indeed many of us leadership capabilities which
students were sad to see the can be used by the ROTC proBoard of Trustees "turn gram. To build good leaders
against" a fine ROTC pro- the ROTC must have the magram.
terial with which to work.
Why did the Trustees decide
Destroying the ROTC's
to make ROTC voluntary? source of supply is not only
Because less than 800 students harmful to the program, but
signed a petition requesting is also harmful to our nation.
this requirement was the rea- Board of Trustees and stuson. Evidently the Board of dents, who do you think proTrustees' members were not tects the citizens of the United
math majors. There are over States?
2000 students enrolled in
You guessed it — the miliROTC and 800 is not even a
majority of the students in tary, and with God's help the
military can prevent CommuROTC.
Still, the Trustees have the nist domination. If Communerve to say that because 800 nism is to be stopped, it must
students want voluntary be stopped by our military
ROTC, then these "superior" personnel who are led by ca800 will decide the fate of a pable leaders. ROTC provides
program involving all Clem- this leadership.
son University students
The military receives its or(which is close to 5000) (sic).
Besides, how is a student
going to decide whether or not
he likes a particular subject
unless he tries it? Many students, after being exposed to
the program for two years,
see that the ROTC program
Dear Sir,
is valuable and decide to conSeveral weeks ago, the
tinue, whereas if they were not
Board of Trustees approved
exposed to the program, then
the establishment of a volunthey would have lost the value
tary ROTC program for
of the program.
1970-71 to replace the timeRussia's ex-Premier Kruschev vowed that the Commu- worn mandatory system now
nists would bury the United in effect. There were several
States. I hate to see this day points which were unclear at
come, but if our political and the time, and which remain uneducational leaders" do not clear. Who will have to serve
stop passing laws and regula- next year? Will next year's
tions allowing the Commu- freshmen be required to take
nists to advance, then the day two years of ROTC? Who will
of Communism in the United be required to have two years
States is closer than we dare of ROTC in order to graduate?
These questions are espethink.
cially important to rising
It is very evident that Com- sophomores who are registermunism is making advances ing for classes next week.
in the United States at a fairly
Will we be required to have
rapid pace and is receiving the ROTC credits to graduate?
very little resistance. The Su- It appears to me that if the
preme Court has ruled out program of mandatory serprayers in our public schools vice is being abolished, it
and has allowed riots and serves no good purpose to redemonstrations, (called tain the present basic cadets,
"peace" marches), against our who, even after a year of glorious service in the fine Cadet
nation.
Corps (both in class and in
Above all else, the Court "leadership lab,") have been
has ruled that Communists unable to find the great inneed not register. Now, does trinsic values of discipline and
that sound as though our gov- strong leadership which the
ernment is really doing all it program purports to provide.
can to stop the advancement
The "cadet corps" is a farce
of Communism.
to me; all I can see are guys

ders from civilian leaders and
if the civilian leaders keep giving in to Communism athome
then we can fight Communism
in Vietnam until Hell freezes
over and still we will lose our
nation simply because our
civilian leaders do not have
the backbone to stop giving in
to the demands which help the'
Communist movement.
People, we must wake up!
Communism is real and it
poses a dangerous threat to
the safety to our country. This
world is no Utopia, and you
can bet your freedom that the
Communists will do everything within their power to
destroy our government.
This fine ROTC group at
Clemson has been heckled
throughout the year simply
because the members have the
desire to become leaders. The
main organizations which oppose the ROTC are composed
of members who haven't
enough leadership ability to fit
on the head of a pin.
ROTC produces top quality
leaders who are confident of
their leadership abilities. Because other groups cannot
achieve this level of self-confidence, these groups try to "cut"
the ROTC to their level of leadership.
Board of Trustees, you have
done your duty in helping to
destroy a fine ROTC program
and in opening the door for
Communism. Just look and
see if satisfying those 800 students is worth the price that
our nation must pay.
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Graffiti

Fiddling While Rome Burns

ssoc

Dear Sirs,
The Clemson University
Chapter of the Southern Student Organizing Committee
has found that there exists a

A collection of graffiti from
assorted bathroom walls to
make your day a little

brighter.
This one left over from the
Yuletide season, "Peace On
Earth; Curb Thy Soul." And
for all the biblical scholars,
this selection from the wall of
a men's dorm, "Sheep have
hprns too.— Leviticus 20:21."
This one is obviously a
quote from one of the holy
books of the Eastern mystery
religions," If I blew your mind,
would you suck my soul?"
A leftover from the November presidential campaign,
written in three different
hands, "'Let us continue'—
Lyndon Johnson. 'Let us begin anew'—Gene McCarthy.
'Let us convince ourselves.'—
Richard Nixon."
A few assorted scribblings:
"Jerry Rubin plays the stock
market;" "exam is a four-letter
word;" "Rap Brown is a
mulatto;1" "Jesus was a goodygoody;" "God is Bread—Billy
Graham;" "Down Zeus, Up
Uranus;" and "John Deere
Grooves."
This philosophical parody
—"Ah, what foods these morsels be!" And finally, this succulent comment from a ROTC
lover; "Don't join the Air
Force; you can't watch your
victims die from a bomber."

******* * * * * ^

Quote
Of The Week
*************
"The streets of our country
are in turmoil. The universities are filled with students rebelling and rioting. Communists are seeking to destroy
our country. Russia is threatening us with her might. And
the republic is in danger. Yes,
danger from within and without. We need law and order!
Yes, without law and order
our nation cannot survive...
elect us and we shall restore
law and order."
— Adolf Hitler
Hamburg, Germany, 1932

Who Do They Benefit?

A Reevaluation Must Be Started
It's Either Do Or Die For Frats
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Associate Editor
This weekend the ten local
social fraternities of Clemson
will culminate their week-long
efforts titled "Greek Week."
These efforts consist of competition in such areas as pool,
golf, singing, poker, bridge,
and volleyball. Tremendous
effort goes into each fraternity's endeavors to win these
events. On Saturday afternoon
the Greek Week Olympics will
be held at the "Y" beach. At
this event the fraternities and
their dates participate in different athletic events such as a
tug-of-war or relay races.
The Interfraternity Council
gives points for winning each
event during the week and for
having the highest fraternity
GPR in the IFC and other
various and sundry assets.
The fraternity who receives
the highest number of points
receives a trophy at the Saturday night Interfraternity
Council Dance which all fra-

ternity members attend.

activities.

The question is why do the
fraternities bother with all this
rigamarole? The answer is
simple...competition. All the
fraternities pride themselves
on being the best Clemson has
to offer. The competition is
fun and while a lot of the members complain about how
hard they're working their
respective heads off, while
they're really enjoying it.

This is wrong. Fraternity
men may hold most of the positions but that's all most of
them do. The acquisition of
these positions is merely a
manifestation of the same
competition seen in the Greek
Week games.

This is all fine and good;
social fraternities are here to
provide social activity for
their members and contribute
what they may to the school
as an incidental by-product.
Most fraternity men will argue that this is a total misrepresentation of fraternities;
they do much for the school
in such areas as student government, Tiger, Taps, CDA,
and a myriad of other activities. Most fraternity men will
emphasize this point by saying that fraternity men form
the greatest part of the students participating in student

The competition for positions becomes even tougher
when a non-fraternity man is
also in the running. Those in
the fraternity system who are
not in the same fraternity as
the fraternity man who is running for a given position find
themselves on the horns of a
dilemna. They must decide
either to support the fraternity
man not in their fraternity and
giving his fraternity another
feather in their cap or voting
for the GDI and hurting the
status of the whole fraternity
system. Usually no consideration is given to who will do
the best job, but rather to who
will get the most status out of
the result.
This editorial is not an at-

Letters Ask For Voluntary ROTC Now
one or two years older than
myself, eaten up with the selfimportance their brass seems
to instill in them, falling all
over themselves in a rude attempt to look official for the
impressionable freshmen.
My time can better be spent
on those studies which have
some foundation in both fact
and basic human dignity. The
incompetent instruction received from the military "instructors" is both degrading
to the serious nature of my
purpose for being here (to become educated) and a monument to the colassal farce
called military "man-building."
By perpetrating this genuine
"military snafu" for even one
more semester as a requirement for graduation, the
Board of Trustees reiterates
their inability to understand
and promulgate quality education.
Name withheld by request

2—all students born under the
sign of Cancer, possessing
birthmark on their left leg in
the shape of a half-moon or
star, and possessing an autographed, wallet-sized photo of
Pinky Lee in the nude should
check their post office boxes to
see if they have a letter postmarked "Stella, North Dakota." Unless, they have a corn
on the small toe of their left
foot which resembles the mole
on Bridget Bardot's right
cheek, or a "feelthy peekchur"
in their wallet with the faces
blacked out (this cancels out
Pinky Lee).
1-4, Wednesday, May 3 —
All left-handed Pinochle players with one-year's membership in the DAR, who have not
told a war story about Kitty
and the Old Dixie, in the last
two weeks and have proclaimed in the presence of their
entire hall at least twice a day
for the last month, "I'm losing!", unless, they have received a phony letter from the
health department asking
them to come by for "a little
check-up" because their name
was on "a little list we have,"
or have been caught in a snowstorm with a beautiful coed
and then spent their last eighteen dollars on snow chains.
6-9, Thursday, May 4 —
all students with a pimple on
the back of their left ear lobe,
post-nasal drip, and a passion
for black olives who are repeating English 101 for the
fifth time, have at least three
lice they can call there own,
and have seen giantbluejackrabbits with pink racing
stripes in front of Dan's qa
their way back from Study
Hall; unless, they were drinking Black Label when the
aforementioned jack - rabbit
was seen, ate the lice, or have
been able to find the room in
the P&A Building where examination schedules are changed.
All other students will be administered final examinations
on Wednesday, July 4, in Hardin Hall, if the air-conditioning fails.

great deal of questioning
among the members of the
University community as to
why the program of ROTC
will be voluntary to freshmen
in 1970, while those entering
this fall will be required to take
one year.
We fully understand and appreciate the great amount of
progress achieved to date on
this issue, but feel that the
necessary explanation of why
changes were made as they
were has been overlooked.
Believing that all at Clemson (who are puzzled) today,
as well as those considering
enrolling this fall, have the
right to a satisfactory explanation, we respectfully request
that the Executive Council
make a complete and concise
statement to the students and
faculty of this University as
to why the situation exists as
it does today.
Copies to: The Tiger
WSBF
Executive Council
President Edwards

Quiet?
Dear Sir,
For the past two weeks I
have been plagued by a series

of quizzes in the various formist. This is wonderful.
courses which I am taking.
Since most people put up a
For this reason I have found front for society, being yourit necessary to study in the self is one of the hardest things
library here at school. I have to accomplish.
found that the study lounges
in our library are not study i I was almost ready to conlounges at all. They are ac- gratulate you upon being an
tually conveniently located for individual when I saw your
the "bull-shooting" society of picture on the front page. Mr.
Whitney, would you honestly
Clemson.
During the past few nights be wearing that kind of dress
I have observed sessions on if other "nonconformists"
"coed call-girls, rotten pro- hadn't thought of this type of
fessors, ROTC," and most liberal dress? I must call it
ironic of all "why I am flunk- conventional liberal dress. Mr.
Whitney, you are not an
ing out of college."
Now I understand why the individual or nonconformist.
majority of the people I know While most conform to socieask me how Icanstudy in that ty, you, along with others,
noisy library. Perhaps that have only conformed against
will become the main topic of it.
discussion in the next bullI must tell you that I am
session the study lounge of- only a junior at Daniel High.
fers.
Therefore, I have made my
J.B.G. observations with childish innocence. Even though I am
but a child I have conformed
and am no longer able to enDear Mr. Whitney,
joy being myself. I am sorry
After reading your letter in
you didn't make it either and
the Tiger, Iwouldliketomake
hope that one day we both bea few observations.
come individuals. Maybe we
'I infer from the phrase about
can get everybody to be difnot wearing "conventional
ferent.
L.
conservative dress" that you
consider yourself a- nonconClemson

Conformist

tempt to discredit fraternities
but merely to start a re-evaluation of their status and goals.
As a member of a fraternity
at Clemson, I believe that the
friendships and experiences I
have had while in the fraternity have been beneficial.
The fraternities must realize the tremendous work potential they have in the competitiveness of the system. This
potential is used yearly when
the fraternities help the town
with its clean-up campaign
and take needy children to a
football game and have a
Christmas party for them.
These are the only instances
of this kind of which I have
heard. More activities of a nature which is beneficial to those
outside the fraternity system
are needed. The organization
of the system and of each individual fraternity lends itself
well to this purpose.
Fraternities must learn to
put the good of the University above petty considerations of status. This "me first"
attitude exists not only at
Clemson, but also in the outside world. It's the same attitude which has caused the disorder, chaos and misery
which is so rampant in the
world today.
Fraternities are dying out
on a national level. After talking to student press representatives from various schools
throughout the nation, I found
most of them agreed that the
nonfraternity students were

finding it easier to compete
and do a good job without
having the consideration of
fraternity good or status
hanging over their heads. It
thus seems evident that fraternities must make the re-evaluation I have mentioned above
post haste or they soon will
find themselves dwindling in
number.

Letters Policy
The Tiger requires that
every letter be accompanied
by the name of the author
in order to be considered
for publication. Names will be
withheld at the request of the
writer, although we
would
emphasize that a communication loses much of its effectiveness when the author is
•unwilling to have his name
published.
Letters should be submitted
preferably typewritten, to the
associate editor or placed in
the slot provided in the door
of the Tiger office no later
than 10 p.m. Monday night in
order to be considered for
publication in that
week's
Tiger. Offices are located on
the 9th level of the Student
Center.
Letters may also be mailed
to Box 2097 Clemson University Station, Clemson, S. C.
29631.
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THE STALKING MOON
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'Member back, to the good
ole days when a cowboy was
good and an Injun with a venjunse was a mean, ornery
cuss. Well, pa' tner, them days
are with us agin.,
Back in those good ole days,
any cowboy was a clean-living man with a little homestead that he wanted to be left
alone for himself and no one
else. Sometime about 1955 or
so, Hollywood decided that a
little sex would be good for
these culturally depraved
good guys so all kind of painted women usually showed up
out West looking for a man
with a little homestead, a little
money, and j ust a little morals.

What Hollywood ultimately
did to the Western flick was
to turn it into a class B flick,
usually to be run as the second
half of a bill for a kiddie ma=
tinee.
Of course, there are notable
exceptions to this stereo-type,
most notably "Rio Bravo,"
"Hombre" and "The Professionals." Recently, however,
the Western has met with a
new treatment, even more far
out results, and even new decadence for that type as an art
work.
Being pleagued by cheap
Italian imports and even worse
home made Westerns, the serious student of this type of
flick has had some real"slim
pickins."

Good Guy Vs. Bad Guy
Will the Good Guy bite the dust? In this suspense
western, the answer may not be as simple as one would
think.

BEAVX ARTS

Architects Plan
Weekend Exhibit
By BILL PEARSON
Staff Writer
The school of Architecture,
will sponsor its annual Beaux
Arts Ball Weekend April
18 and 19. The theme of this
weekend will be "Give a
Damn!"
One of the main features of
this year's Beaux Arts weekend will be a huge " Participatory
Structure."
This
structure, to be built by second year architect students,
will be twenty feet high and
about thirty feet long. People
can walk through or around
the structure, climb over it,
look at it, and paint on it.
The structure is a number
of panels attached to a metal
framework. The panels will
be used for different purposes
—to advertise, topainton, and
for decoration.
The structure will also in-

clude a revolving sculpture,
panels for people to paint, a
nude weattiervane,;<and anything else that can be imagined.
Third and fourth year architect majors are in charge of
the art show and the graphics
and decorations for the exhibits.
The Beaux Arts Ball is open
to architecture and building
construction majors and their
dates. The art shows, however, are open to the general
public.
The exhibits will be in the
Architecture building courtyard all day Saturday. There
will be continuous live music
all day.
Anyone wishing to enter a
painting, sculpture, drawing,
or photograph, should contact
Ray Huff. Entrance fees for the
art shows will be fifty cents.

Last fall, three westerns
were making the rounds. Of
the three, only one showed any
promise —"Hang'em High.''
Now, a newWestern has jumped at us, and it shows itself to
be a member of the good ole
school and a right good thriller to boot.
"The Stalking Moon"proves
to be in the line of the old Western. The flick throws the viewer a very predictable, run-ofthe-mill plot but spices it up
with twists and a good hunt
scene.
The plot, basically, is one
of a man retiring from the
Army to go to his homestead
and live a quiet life. Don't
worry, the quiet life escapes
the cowboy for about two of the
most exciting hours that have
ever been incorporated into a
Western.
Along the way, our hero
picks up a lady and her son
who are being returned to her
family after being kidnapped
by the Indians (bad guys) for
ten years. The boy is the son
of the meanest Indian alive.
On the trip, the three are
followed by the Indian who
wants to keep his son. Everywhere the Indian goes, someone is bound to be mercilessly killed.
The final hour of the flick
is too good to give away. With
tight suspense and good acting from Gregory Peck and
Eva Marie Saint, the story
line reaches a climax which
leaves the viewer at the edge
of his seat.
Personal — Bonnie Sue,
you've been stepping out on
me again. Give up those fasttalking fellows and flashy
cars. It's your choice—either me or the Volkswagen.
Carl.

c

The movie, of course, has
its flaws, but these are easily
overlooked because of two
things — the compactness of
action and the building suspense.
Surprisingly very little does
happen in the flick. There are
only two very brief fistfights,
but there is a very good, underplayed chase scene which
ends the film. Suspense is built
throughout the film by one cleverly employed angle — the
villian is never seen until the
very end of the film.
While "The Stalking Moon"
will win no awards, it is still
excellent entertainment. While
adding a new dimension to the
Western flick — suspense —
it also provides an unnerving
study of man's contact with
terror.

Personal—Carl, if Bonnie
won't have you, we still need
you. We wait for your reply.
Love, Fran and Ginny.

LISTERiNE

$1.27
Limit 1 to
Customer

WHITE RAIN
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-

-
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Sat. Price
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ROSEBUSHES
10 to 12 19
Pack
PETUNIAS Market
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77c

Large Adjustable
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Music Club Presents
Violinist In Concert
Mrs. Elaine Richey, concert master for the Charlotte
Symphony, will present a concert at Clemson April 14 in
the Food Industries Auditorium.
A native of Pittsburgh,
Penn., Mrs. Richey graduated
from the Oberlin Conservatory in Oberlin, Ohio, and
the Curtis Institute of Music,
where she studied under Ivan
Galamion.
A winner of the Naumberg
Award, Mrs. Richey made her
Town Hall debut in 1959. In
recent. years, she has performed under Pablo Casals at
the Marlboro Music Festival
in Vermont and has taught at
the Sun Valley Music Camp
in Idaho.

Accompanying Mrs. Richey
will be Mrs. Janet Pummill.
A. native of Bristow, Okla.,
Mrs. Pummill holds a Bachelor of Music degree from
North Texas State University
and a Master of Music degree
from the University of Illinois. She has performed with
several symphony orchestras.
The program for the Clemson concert will include Mozart's "Adagio in E Major"
and "Rondo inC Major", Bee-thoven's "Sonata in C Minor",
"Ballade" by Ysaye, and Prokofiev's "Sonata in D Major."
Sponsored by the Clemson
Music Club, the concert will
be open to the public.

SNELLING & SNELLING
WORLD'S LARGEST PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Phone 226-6023
210 N. McDuffle Street
Anderson, South Carolina 29621
THAT VITAL FIRST JOB—Let us help you. Wo
have positions waiting for college graduates with the
finest companies in all fields and most are fee paid.
There is no obligation to you to find out from one of
our highly qualified, professional counsellors just what
opportunities are available to you.

Graduate students studying
city and regional research and
development began the foundations for the project last
fall.
The graduate students prepared a land-use plan before
turning their work over to
third and fourth year students.
The undergraduates first studied the entire history of new
town development and then
took field trips to two new
cities — Reston, Va. and Columbia, Md.
The students said their only
problem was how to "think in
terms of the future and to envision how living may be
then."
The students plan for an ultramodern city large enough
to house a hundred-thousand
people before the year 2000.
Detailed design plans and
models of the future city's pro-

REGISTERED

Ularity is the important
difference in diamonds. Each
Keepsake engagement diamond is free of spots, bubblef
or flaws, even when magnif >eti
ten times.

SIGNET *250
WADDING RING 75
MAN'S RING 150

Daily 8:30-5, Mon. till 6, Sat. till 12

TAPS DISTRIBUTION
STARTING FRIDAY, APRIL 18
LOGGIA LOUNGE 1-5 P. M.
IF PARTIAL OR COMPLETE PAYMENT
HAS BEEN MADE

GRILL

With Handles

20" By Structo

77c

$6.88

30-Qt. Size $1.00

HARPERS

CLEMSON

Junior and senioir architect students have envisioned
these plans for the proposed "Keowee City" which is to be
built before the year 2000. One of the outstanding features
of the city will be a giant mono-rail for easy travel about
the metropolis.

posed central business district,
an industrial park, and housing units are only part of the
plans envisioned by the students.
The new city would also include day care centers atvarious points about the city. A
modern industrial market was
also designed in which manufacturers could display their
goods to consumers.
Towering above the new city
would be a giant monorail
which would carry visitors
and commuters from a central
transportation center outside
of town into the heart of the
city.
Another service of the city
would be a flexible system of
utilities which could allow a
new industry to the town to
"plug into this system even
down to its air-conditioning
units." This would make all
utilities cheaper to the industries and, therefore, attract
more business for the city.
In the middle of the town
would be a large pedestrian
mall for the shoppers' convenience.
An advisor for the students,
Dr. Edward Falk, said of the
project, "In addition to its
value as an academic exercise
to enrich the education of our
architectural and planning
students, the Keowee city study
is also a useful device for
stimulating interest in a new
town for the area.."

$1 LESS EACH DAY

Thtfrs. Price -

SHOP

Keowee City

Clemson architecture students have finished plans for
a model city to be built near
the Duke Power nuclear generator at Lake Keowee in Pickens County.
The plans are part of an
over-all project to build and
develop a "new" town in the
Greenville-Pickens area. The
students were aided by the
Greenville - Pickens Regional
Planning Board which had received a federal grant to develop a town in the two-county
area.

HAIR SPRAY
99c

TRANSISTOR RADIOS
WILL BE REDUCED $1

For Your Shopping Needs Shop

SENECA

Miss Saint as Sarah Carver,
the captive, is just as rugged as
her captors. She is very much
the character she is supposed
to be — the young woman
who has been forced to live
in the wilderness and to survive she must use any option
(open to her. Her demure beauty and tight clinched facial expressions reflect her loss and
her trials.

Full Quart
Reg. 2.19 Siie

"6 Pack"

MENS

One of the better aspects of
this movie is the acting. Peck
gives a taut performance as
Sam Varner, a man who just
wants to settle down. Since
many of the scenes range
from those of droll humor to
sheer horror, Peck is supposed to keep a cool about
him because of his impending doom. He does so admirably well.
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Students'"New" City
Aids Future Plans*

Movie Recaptures Best
Of Old-Time Westerns
By MICHAEL SMITH
Features Editor

THE TIGER

College Avenue

SENIORS AND GRAD STUDENTS
ONLY, FRIDAY, APRIL 18

Clemson, S. C.

uhe J4ouie Of ^Michael JSoutlque

ALL OTHER STUDENTS---MONDAY, APRIL 21 —
WED., APRIL 23

FEATURES

Pennyrich <Bra£
FOR THE FIGURE YOU SHOULD HAVE

ALL

TAPS NOT PICKED UP BY

"It's All You In A Pennyrich"
MICHAEL COLE
DISTRICT DIRECTOR

SARA HICKS
CONSULTANT

1209 NORTH FANT STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.

WEDNESDAY WILL BE RESOLD
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
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Honorary Degrees Will Be
Awarded At Commencement

Over 100 Attend
ASME Conference
The American Society of Mechanical Engineering is now
holding a three-day conference at Clemson with the Clemson Student Section and the
Greenville Section of ASME
as co-hosts.
The conference, which will
run through Saturday, brings
together approximately 100
student and 150 senior members of mechanical engineering from the southeastern region of the U. S.
Professor James K.Johnson
of the department of mechanical engineering and Robert
Fay of the Deering Milliken
Research Corporation are
serving as co-chairmen of the
joint regional student and administrative conference.
Technical papers will be presented by the 16 finalists of the
regional student paper contest.
The winning student will present his paper in the national
contest to be held in Los An-

Clemson will award honorary degrees to five men who
have distinguished careers in
journalism, education, military, and textile research at its
73rd Commencement Friday,
March 9.
Graduation exercises will be
in the new J.C. Littlejohn Coliseum at 11 a.m.
The group includes Jenkin
Lloyd Jones, editor-publisher
of the Tulsa (Okla.) Tribune
and syndicated columnist who
will make the Commencement
address and receive an honorary Doctor Laws degree.

geles, Calif., this fall.
Clemson will be represented
by Julian Davis and Robert
Stanzione, senior mechanical
engineering majors, lite moderator for the paper contest
will be Billy Stewart, Chairman Elect of the Clemson Section.
Dean LinvilG. Rich will welcome the students in an address, April 11.
The speaker at the awards
banquet that evening will be
Dr. Dan Marlowe, Dean of
Engineering at Catholic University, and National President Elect of ASME for 196970.
The awards will be presented by Marcus Crotts, consulting engineer and co-owner of
Crotts and Saunders Engineering of Winston-Salem,
N.C. Crotts is the vice presi->
dent of the Dixie Region of
ASME.

Also. to_ receive honorary
Doctor of Laws degrees are
Gen. Hugh P. Harris, president of The Citadel, and Hubert B. Owens, dean-designate
of the School of Environmental Design at the University of
Georgia.
Dr. Hugh H. Holman,
Kenan Professor of English at
the University of North Carolina, will receive an honorary
Doctor of Letters degree, and
Wilson A. Reeves, chief of Cotton Finishes Laboratory of
the Southern Regional Utilization Research and Develop-

Health Center
Is Dedicated
Dedication ceremonies for
the new RedfernHealthCenter
at Clemson University were
held in the lobby of the $811,000 facility Wednesday at 11
a.m.
The modern out-patient
clinic and 34-bed infirmary,
completed last October, honors the late Dr. Alexander M.
Redfern who was appointed
College Surgeon when Clemson opened in 1893 and served in that position until retirement in 1920, three years
before his death.
Ceremonies featured dedicatory remarks by Clemson
President Robert C. Edwards,
a response by Dr. Redfern's
grandson, the Rev. T.C. Redfern of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and presentation of a portrait
of Dr. Redfern by members
of his family.
Dr. Judson E. Hair, director of student health service
at Clemson, described the modern equipment and facilities
of the center, which replaces

the old student health center
built in 1893.
During the ceremonies, Ronald L. Snow, a graduate student in animal science from
Morganton, N.C, presented,
in behalf of a group of Clemson students, a mosaic picture
to be placed in the health center in memory of their classmates, Thomas Garrett of
Travelers Rest and Hubert L.
Mathias, Jr. of Lexington,
who were killed in automobile
accidents this past fall.
Prof. Ireland G. Regnier of
the School of Architecture was
commissioned by the student
group to execute theartpiece.
Dr. Redfern, a native of
Anson County, N.C. and a
Wake Forest graduate, re-'
ceived his medical training at
Long Island Medical College
in New York and did further
study at the New York PostGraduate Medical School and
the New Orleans Polyclinic.
Before coming to Clemson,
he practiced medicine in
Chesterfield.

Jones, a University of Wisconsin graduate, has been with
the Tulsa Tribune since 1933,
except for naval service during World War II.
Author of the column "The
Changing World," Mr. Jones
has served as president of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors and has received the William Allen White
award for distinguished journalism. Later this month he
will become president of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
succeeding Winton L. Blount,
Postmaster General.
Gen. Harris, a 1931 graduate of the U.S. Military Academy, concluded a brilliant
Army career in 1965 when he
resigned at his own request
to accept the presidency of
The Citadel.
He held a wide range of
military assignments, including commanding general of
the U. S. Seventh Army; commanding general of the U.S.

Continental Army Command; and commanding general of Berlin Command. Gen.
Harris has received the Distinguished Service Medal, the
Silver Star, and the Legion of
Merit.
Dr. Holman, a native of
Cross Anchor, served as Dean
of Presbyterian College before
joining the University of
North Carolina faculty in
1949. He received a Ph.D.
from UNC, where he h a s
served as chairman of the department of English, dean of
the Graduate School, and provost of the university.

[

Reeves is "the father of flameretardent materials." His research has led to significant
achievements in flame resistant and weather resistant
fabrics, stretch cottons, and
permanent press cotton
fabrics. He has 56 patents in
textile processing and 13
patents pending.
Owens has served at the
University of Georgia for 41
years. After teaching at Berry
College, he went to the university in 1928 to establish and
develop a program in professional landscape architecture.

Classified Ads

BACK-BAY LAKE
APARTMENTS
(Married Student* fe Faculty)
Two bedrooms, modern
brick apts. (900 sq. ft.), located 2 miles north of Clemson on Lake Hartwell. Sand
beach. Air-conditioned. Electric heat. Range & refriger*
ator iurnisfied. Call 6543218.

For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex
apt., built-in oven, water
furnished, near Morrison
Elementary School, $75.00
per month. Call 654-3076.
1963 CORVAIR MONZA
CONVERTIBLE, 4 on the
floor. Wholesale price $380.
654-3218.

YOO?

exall
STORE

A Young Man's Fancy
Spring just seems to go better when there are lots of
lovely things to look at. The lovely thing above is Kay Knoy.

College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008

"Serving Clemson Since 2908"

Think it over, over coffee.
fhcThink Drink. ^ttb

- WITH A SMILE Downtown

Clemson
For your own Think Drink Mug, send 75C and your name and address to:
Think Drink Mug, Dept. N, P.O. Box 559, New York, N.Y. 10046.

Name:

The International Coffee Organization.

Address:.

We're holding
the cards.
Your Walgreen Agency
Cwnuon

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.

family centers

Sheraton
Hotels & Motor Inns (Sj
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. A Worldwide Service of in
%»»(^<^

Putting you first, keeps us first

GM
UAAK Of UCELIENCE

PLUG CASTING CONTEST
K%
'<%
#
(IK THE SPORTING GOODS DEPT.)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 6 P.M.-9 P.M.
10 WINNERS FISHING LICENSE
FISHING
BE A LUCKY FISHERMAN
Available At All
LICENSE

•

T.G.&Y. FAMILY CENTERS

IBBCO

33

Spinning REEL
Closed Face Type
America's Most Popular Fishing Reel!

NOTHING TO BUY - FUN FOR ALL

SPIN CAST
COMBINATION

$988
Camaro SS Sport Coupe with Rally Sport equipment

120-Reel
3120-Rod

8Qt.
Every Fisherman
Needs One.
Compare
At $1.29

Camaro-the Hugger
seats. You feel snug without
feeling stuffed in.
Now you're getting in the right
frame of mind to consider some
other attractions. Like Astro
Ventilation in every model. And,
road sense that gives you the
feeling this is one car that knows

STtfRO

MINNOW BUCKET

Instant vacation
A lot of people have the idea
that a vacation begins only when
you get where you're going.
Obviously, they haven't vacationed in Camaro, the Hugger.
You start relaxing the moment
you come in contact with
Camaro's contoured bucket

i

Your last check
from home
just bounced?

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

ment Division, U.S. Department of Agriculture in New
Orleans, La., will receive an
honorary Doctor of Science
degree.

its way around—anything.
Start your vacation early this
year. The minute you step into
a Camaro. Your Chevrolet dealer
will make all travel arrangements.
Sports-Recreation Dept.
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Rugged as the wild outdoors. Powerful. A balanced combination.

Great
Buy!!!

$13
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TRAILING
TIGER
By JIM WALSER
Sports Editor
Chris Cammack, the N. C. State batter who
was hit by a Dave Von Volkenburg pitch in the
first inning of last Friday's doubleheader, underwent an operation for a depressed left cheekbone
the next day. His replacement, Randy McMasters, was hit in the face by a bad hop ground ball
in the fourth inning. The errant ball shattered
his glasses and the resulting gash required 12
stitches to close. Cammack, who was leading the
ACC in hitting at the time of his injury, was expected to return to action within ten days.

WET WATERS

Georgia Tech football coach Bud Carson says
that his rising freshman group may be the best in
Tech history. That group beat the Clemson frosh
13-10 on a last second field goal last October.
Sophomores could dominate next football season
at Clemson in a manner similar to the way freshmen are now controlling the baseball team. Many
of these rising sophomores turned in commendable performances in last Saturday's intrasquad
game. Three of the first four quarterbacks are
freshmen. Backs Dick Bukowsky, Henry Walters, and Don Kelly were impressive as were ends
John McMakin and Eddie Sink. Tappey Squires,
a guard, and Waldo Watts, a tackle, will play
next season.

Butch Zatezalo has been named Clemson's
most valuable basketball player. That's a big
surprise . . . Other awards went to footballer
Ronnie Ducworth for his defensive end work and
Ray Yauger, who was selected best offensive
player . . . David Cooper was chosen senior
athlete with the highest scholastic average. Cooper has been the No. 1 tennis player since his
sophomore season.

Former Davidson basketball coach Lefty Driesell wasted little time during his transition period.
The ink had hardly dried on his contract with
Maryland when he announced the signing of one
of the greatest players ever to perform in Virginia, Jim O'Brien of J.E.B. Stuart High School
in Falls Church, Va. O'Brien set Virginia state
records in scoring, rebounding, and assists. The
day before O'Brien signed with the Terps a paid
advertisement had appeared in the Washington
Post seeking his services. The ad was purchased
jointly by the M Club and Terrapin Club. Maybe
advertising is the key to good recruiting.
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Baseballers Back Home
After Rough Road Trip

THE

Scoring runs has been little problem for this
year's baseball team. But the lack of starting
pitching has been a big headache. Except for
freshmen starters Dave Von Volkenburg and
Rusty Gerhardt the pitchers have been inconsistent and wild. Unless the Tigers can produce
pitching to supplement these freshmen, disaster
could result when they hit a stretch later in the
season when they play T5 games (including four
doubleheaders) in only 1T days. The hitters cannot be expected to score 10 runs every time they
take the field.

THE TIGER

Flanker Charlie Waters (17) hauls in a pass during the annual Orange-While.
The scrimmage was played in a steady downpour.

Netters Extend Record;
Face Tough Opponents
By BAY SISTABE
Assistant Sports Ed.
The tennis team will face
another tough challenge to its
unbeaten record when they
meet Georgia Tech Friday afternoon at Clemson. Saturday
the U.N.C. team comes to
town for an important ACC
match. So far this season the
Tigers have compiled a string
of 12 straight victories, excluding Thursday's match
with Georgia.

Coach Bruley knows that
his team will have to have a
superior effort to win both
matches, butheexpressedconfidence in their ability to sweep
the series: "Every man will
have to play his best game if
we expect to win, but I feel
we are as strong as either
Georgia Tech or U.N.C."

ference standings. The Tar
Heels are led by their number
one player, Tom Langstra,
who will have the assignment
of playing Clemson's David
Cooper.
Cooper is 11-1 in his matches this season, losing only to
South Carolina's number one
man, Bobby Heald, in Columbia.
Cooper should be ready for
the matches as he has been
steadily improving all season.
A painful growth on his foot
has almost healed and should
allow him to play well. The
growth had bothered him earlier in the season, but not
enough to harm his performances.

The U.N.C. match will be
a must for the Tigers if they
expect to remain atop the con-

White Upsets Orange In
Spring Football Contest
By CHABLES LATIMEB
Sports Writer
The White (second and third
teams) handed the Orange
(first and fourth teams) a 12-7
upset loss last Saturday in a
rain-soaked Death Valley.
The game ended on a note
of drama as a virtually unknown quarterback, freshman Jack Sokohl from Chattanooga, Tenn., drove the
Orange squad the length of
the field only to be halted by
a Don Kelley Interception.
With time running out, the
fourth string quarterback
took possession at his own
one-foot line. He cooly completed several long passes on
third down situations to pick
up first downs and keep the
drive alive.
However, with the clock running out Sokohl was forced to
go to the bomb and the interception resulted. Sokohl had
entered the game after the first
Orange signal-caller, Jim Barnette, was injured.
The White team had scored
first when the passing of quarterbacks Bick Gilstrap and
Tommy Kendrick led a drive
which culminated in an 18yard pass to end Neil Pendry
for the score. Only a scramble by Kendrick on the scoring play prevented a big loss.
The kick for the extra point

was woefully weak. The score
stood 6-0.
The Orange team came
back, spearheaded by Barnette, and scored after a long
drive with Barnette scoring on
a roll-out. Flanker Charlie
Waters and tight end Jim Sursavage were on the receiving
end of several key passes during the drive. The kick by Mac
Wilson was perfect.
The winning score came in
the third period. Gilstrap led a
White drive which ended with
the ex-Easley High ace scoring on a three-yard scamper.
Kendricks slipped while going
for a two-point conversion
and the stage was set for the
near heroic performance by
Sokohl.

The Tigers swept two matches last week by downing Virginia 6-3 and Maryland by a
8-1 score. Gordon Hebertand
Cooper starred against Virginia by winning 6-0, 6-4 and
6-4, 6-2 respectively. Against
the Terps, Sarfraz Bahim
came from a 3-5 deflect in the
first set to win 9-7 and 6-3.
Next week the netters will
have two home matches. The
Presbyterian team comes to
Clemson Monday and the netters will meet Furman University on Tuesday. Monday's
match will start at 2 p.m., and
the Furman match gets under
way at 1:30.

1310 N. PLEASANTBURG DRIVE
GREENVILLE
3101 -N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON

"I'm a masochist. I threw
away my instructions
on self-defense."

OPEN
7 A.M. ■ 12 MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY • THURSDAY
/
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. AND HOPE THAT YOVLl BJ*(OT
THE POOD AMD SERVICE »E OFFEJt!

7 A.M. • 2 A.M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
A little pain is one thing, but sheer
disaster is something else. We put
instructions on self-defense in every
package of Hai Karate® After Shave
and Cologne for your own safety, because we know what girls can do to
an under-protected, over-splashed
guy. So please read the instructions
...even if it doesn't hurt.

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.

TWO LOCATIONS
IN THE
CLEMSON
AREA

Friday afternoon at 1:30
p.m. Clemson returns home
for a doubleheader with the
Virginia Cavaliers. Maryland
invades Tigertown for a single game on Saturday, while
Georgia Tech is here Monday.
The Tigers travel to Columbia for an important engagement with the South Carolina
Gamecocks next Tuesday.
Tobacco Road is known for
its detrimental effect on visiting teams, no matter what
sport is involved. That fact
was painfully proven to the
Clemson baseball Tigers this
week as the team lost two of
three games in the Tar Heel
state.
After two near-perfect performances against N.C. State
last Friday, the Tigers lost to
North Carolina at home and
were beaten by Wake Forest
and Duke on the road. Georgia became a victim of the
Tigers for the second time this
season on Wednesday, losing
by a 16-11 calculation.
Rusty Gerhardt came within one strike of a no-hitter in
the second game of the N.C.
State doubleheader. But the
freshman lefthander was
thwarted by a bad hop ground
ball and had to settle for a
one-hitter. Clemson swept the
double-header on the strength
of heavy hitting by Calvin

I

Weeks and Craig White.
Catcher Skip Hull batted in
five runs with two home runs
and a single to lead the North
Carolina Tar Heels past the
Tigs Saturday. The game was
played in a steady downpour
and the 10-6 win was an important ACC win for the Heels.

The Tigers could do little
right at Durham Monday and
Duke claimed a 13-6 victory.
Tuesday the Tigers split a
doublebill^with Wake Forest.
Rusty Gerhardt won the first
game on a four-hitter. Weeks
and White had two hits in each
game.

Roger Collins Leads
Cindermen At Relays
By TERRY COOK
Sports Writer
Roger Collins, a New Jersey
junior who holds the Atlantic
Coast Conference javelin record of 247' 1" won that event
last Saturday at the Carolina
State Record Relays in Columbia.
Collins hurled the javelin
241 feet 2% inches obliterating
the old record of 231' 3y2"by
Maryland's Russ White in
1965. On his final throw Collins hurled the javelin 256 feet
6y2 inches but scratched approximately 3 inches.
Clemson's other javelin
thrower, Dennis Chandler,
was edged out of third place,
placing fourth.
Josh Collins was barely
edged in the 100-yard dash
by Ben Vaughn of Georgia
Tech in a time of :09.6.

Trip Jones placed fourth in
the triple jump with a leap of
46' 8%" and Jimmy Taylor
placed fourth in the 110-yard
high hurdles.
The two-mile relay team
composed of Tom Leonard,
Richie Furst, Dave Hall, and
Don Morgan placed third in
that event. Morgan ran a tremendous leg for the Tigers.
After having received the
baton about 30 yards back in
fourth place, Morgan not only made up the 30 yards he
left the runner he passed 40
yards behind; but Morgan
didn't have quite enough to
catch the runner in second
place.
The Tiger 440 relay team
placed fifth in that event. This
team was composed of Steve
Barton, Sam Cheafham.John
Oxford and Josh Collins.
The thinclads travel to
Durham Saturday for a meet
with the Duke Blue Devils.

CARLOS, INC.
OPEN 24 HOURS
STEAKS - COUNTRY HAM
DAILY BAKED STRAWBERRY PIE
CLEMSON STUDENTS BRING IN
THIS AD FOR A 10>f DISCOUNT
AT CARLOS
1015 N. Murray
Anderson, S. C.

Weeks

Completely
gassed on a
quarter.

###*
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Co. C-4 PR'sNamed Best
For Third Straight Year

Refrigerators
Offered By SG
Refrigerators are once again
being offered by the Department of services of the Clemson University Student Government. Preorders for both
sessions of summer school
and the fall semester will be
accepted on the Loggia on
Monday, April 14 and Tuesday, April 15.
There will be a $3 advance
deposit fee which will be applied to the rental fee. The
rental fees are $9 per session
of summer school and $18 for
the fall semester. A $ 15 refundable deposit is required at all
times.
This will be the only guaranteed opportunity to order a refrigerator for the coming sessions.

Chopin's Ballade No. 4 in F
minor, and Debussey's L' Isle
Joyeuse.

POULTRY SCIENCE
CLUB
The Poultry Science Club
will meet Tuesday, April 15 at
7 p.m. in room C-127 of the
P&AS Building.
R.E. Ware of the entomology and zoology department
will be the guest speaker.
All interested persons are invited and refreshments will be
served.

PSYCH FILM
The film "Mamie," an Alfred
Hitchcock psychological
study, will be shown April 16
and 17 at the YMCA.
This film, last in a series
sponsored by the psychology
department, will be at regular
YMCA admission rates.

PHI SIGMA EPSILON
Phi Sigma Epsilon, the National Marketing Fraternity,
will hold its organizational
meeting Wednesday, April 16
at 7 p.m. in Sirrine Hall auditorium.
For further information contact Joe McHugh, 2C1 Lever
Hall or Tom Gunter, 312 Sirrine Hall.
CONCERT
The Clemson University
Music Faculty Concert will be
presented tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Food Industries Auditorium.
Included in the program will
be: Beethoven's Sonata in C,

C & D Appliance
Company
FRIGIDAIRE
APPLIANCES
SALES & SERVICE
Phone 646-3550
Pendleton, S. C.

Under the command of P/R
Col. Charles A. Newton, the
Fourth Regiment of the National Society of Pershing
Rifles has set a new record by
becoming the best regiment in
the society for the third
straight year.
This was announced last
weekend at the Pershing Rifles
National Convention in Cleveland, Ohio. This is the first
time that any regiment in the
Society has won this honor for

STUDENT ATTORNEYS
Anyone interested in becoming a student attorney for next
year should pick up an application form in the Student
Government room or see Skip
Ur in room E-509.
These applications must be
turned in to the Student Government Office by April 18.
AERO CLUB
The Clemson Aero Club will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
room 101 of the physics building.
All active and inactive members are requested to attend.

STUDENTS MASS
FOR PEACE
On Saturday, April 12 there
will be a 24-hour, nation-wide,
peaceful vigil to express
American student opposition
to the war in Vietnam.
The protest will begin on
each college campus across
the nation at 9:00, Saturday
morning and will terminate
24 hours later.
The Clemson vigil will be
held on the quadrangle. Congregate in mass and in your
own way show your concern
with American involvement in
the war.

Dr. John H. Butler, conductor of the Clemson University Concert Band, discusses
a fine point in the score of Beethoven's "Wellington's Victory" with associate conductor Bruce F. Cook, preparing for performance of the work at their "Peps" Concert on April 15th at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall Auditorium.
the Clemson Baptist Church
Monday at 8 p.m.
Allard Alston, Yale graduate and assistant director of
SCCHR, will speak onhuman
relations in South Carolina.
All interested persons are invited.
CHRONICLES
Chronicles will be distributed Sunday night in the dorms.
All off-campus students are
urged to pick up their copies
at the Chronicle office on the
9tivlevel of the Student Center.
The fourth and last issue of
The Chronicle should be
available Thursday, April 24.

SCCHR
The South Carolina Council
on Human Relations will meet
at the Baptist Student Union in

Harris
Sporting Goods

ASME CHAIRMAN
Professor James K. Johnson
of the department of mechanical engineering has1 been elected chairman of the Greenville
section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
A Clinton native, the new
chairman has been active in
ASME for many years and
has held a variety of offices
both within the Greenville section and at the regional level.
Other new officers are William B. Karst, vice chairman
and Dr. Craig Brandon of the
mechanical engineering department, secretary-treasurer.

CALENDAR
Any student organization
wishing to have their schedule
of activities included on the
events calendar for the fall
semester are requested to come
by the Student Government
Office on the 8th level of the
Student Center on or before
April 16.

three consecutive years.
The competition wasjudged
on the basis of the results in
six different sections. The
Fourth Regiment scored maximum scores of 100 per cent in
the operations section under
P/R Maj. William E. Glazener,
and in the public information
officer section under P/R Maj.

Wyoure
thinking of the
^Religious ^Life.

El Dorado
Steak House

Qo

"The Cadillac of
Restaurants"

Oqe Step
further

2921 N. Main St.
Pruitt Shopping Ctr.

Telephone 225-8169

Who can allow you to utilize
your own kinate talents?
Who is most attuned to our
times? Who can offer the
most freedom in your work?
The answer is the Paulists.
Their goal is to meet the
needs of all God's people as
they arise in each era and
each age. The Paulist tries
to make Christ, His teach
ings and His Church more
understandable to those he
can reach.

Real refreshment

In our recent Renewal Chap
ter we established the guide
lines by which a Paulist
seminarian and priest would
operate in these changing
times. A summary of these
renewal principles is available to those who question
"whether a priest can really
be with it today."

JACKETS
&
JERSEYS
Seneca, 5. C.

Summer
Trousers
AND

Bermuda
Shorts
Downtown Clemson

STUDENT
Computerized Job
Placement Service
A free computerized job placement service is offered to all
seniors and juniors. This service is in no way designed to
replace the existing placement service. Instead it is intended
to complement it by offering increased exposure to interested
employers.

To find out more about the
Paulist spirit, send for an
illustrated brochure and a
summary of our Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:

Pepsi-Cola
and Tigers
Pour If On

Vocation Director

cpaulist.
cFathetg
Room
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
Jade East After Shave from $3 00. Cologne from $3.50; and a complete collection of masculine grooming essentials. As an alternate fragrance, try Jade East Coral and Jade East Golden Lime. SWANK, INC.—Sole Distributor

Come By The Loggia
Aoril 14 and 15
11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

rhuxs.-Fri.-Sat. - Apr. 10-12
YOU CAN'T ESCAPE
THE STALKING MOONJ

If you are seriously thinking
of the priesthood, the question becomes not "what" but
"who."

ANDERSON, S. C.
29621

FRATSI

JUDGE KELLER

Robert N. Shelton, ranking
them first nationally in their
respective sections.
The adjutant and expansion
sections both ranked third nationally with scores of 93.4 per
cent and 71.7 per cent respectively. Other scores were 92.3
per cent for the supply section
and 74.2 per cent for the executive officer.
The National Society of
Pershing Rifles is a national
military society named after
its founder, General of the
Armies John Joseph Pershing.
Membership is open to cadets
chosen from Army, Navy and
Air Force senior ROTC units.

NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES Presents

GREGORY EVA MARIE
PECK
SAINT
in a Pakula-Mulligan Production of

THE STALKING MOON
TECHNICOLOR' • PANAVISIOST (Bj

Starts Saturday Night
Apr. 12

Dean
Martin
Matt Helm

The Wrecking Crew
TECHNICOLOR'

Clemson Theatre

SERVICES
Free Semester Activities
Calendar
Free calendars in a ring binder style will be
distributed to the students. This
calendar wtill have a day-to-day
account of campus activities
for the convenience of
the students.

NSA Student Life
Insurance
Insurance policies will be offered. The
students will pay a very low rate during
his college years and set the rate he wishes
to pay after graduation.
(NOTE: Male students should note that
this policy is not cancelled while in a war
zone.)

Refrigerator Rentals
Refrigeration pre-orders will be taken at the booth for first and
second semester of summer school at a rate of $9.00 per session
with a deposit of $3.00 required for pre-orders for all orders.
Orders will be taken at the beginning of the fall semester for
next year at $18.00 per semester with a deposit of $3.00 required
for pre-order.

NSA Record Club
Students will be offered life membership
in the National Student Association Record Club. Membership costs $2.00 with no
obligation as to the number of records ordered. Both records and tapes are ordered
at deductions from 33% to 78%.

Student Migrations
There will be migrations to football games by trains and bus.
Hopefully, with enough student support there will be a private
train to the Duke game. This train will have a car for dancing
with a band, a club car with refreshments, and box lunches
furnished. The bus migrations are planned for the Georgia
Tech and South Carolina games.

